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Stochastic differential equations of motion (e.g., Langevin dynamics) provide a
popular framework for simulating molecular systems. Any computational algo-
rithm must discretize these equations, yet the resulting finite time step integra-
tion schemes suffer from several practical shortcomings: for example,
equilibrium dynamical properties diverge from those of the continuous equa-
tions of motion; path-sampling applications are impeded by a path action
that is either unknown or cumbersome; and thermodynamic statistics of driven
systems are skewed, leading to biased inference using recently-developed
nonequilibrium fluctuation theorems. We show how any finite time step Lange-
vin integrator, even with a time-independent Hamiltonian, can be thought of as
a driven, nonequilibrium physical process. Once an appropriate work-like
quantity (the shadow work) is defined, nonequilibrium fluctuation theorems
can characterize or correct for the errors introduced by the use of finite time
steps. In particular, we demonstrate that amending estimators based on
nonequilibrium work theorems to include this shadow work removes the
time step dependent error from estimates of free energies. We also quantify,
for the first time, the magnitude of deviations between the sampled stationary
distribution and the desired equilibrium distribution for equilibrium Langevin
simulations of solvated systems of varying size. What is more, we show that
the incorporation of a novel time step rescaling in the deterministic updates
of position and velocity can correct a number of dynamical defects in these
integrators. Finally, we identify a particular splitting that has essentially
universally appropriate properties for the simulation of Langevin dynamics
for molecular systems in equilibrium, nonequilibrium, and path sampling
contexts.
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A re-parametrized united atom force field that can describe the gel as well as the
liquid crystalline phase with reasonable accuracy is presented. It is based on
new quantum mechanically determined (using CPMD calculations on sets of
representative molecular conformations) fractional charges and tail dihedral
potentials. For the Lennard-Jones parameters of the tail hydrocarbons we
have chosen a set that has been fitted to give a good description of liquid hy-
drocarbons. Experimental data as area per lipid, x-ray and neutron scattering
structure factors and NMR order parameters are well reproduced for both
phases. The tilt angle of the gel phase is also reproduced. The experimental
phase transition enthalpy is obtained with good accuracy. Still, it is noted
that even better accuracy with experiment can be obtained by doing a separate
parametrization for the two phases.
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A molecule in solution or a ligand bound to a protein experiences a complex
range of electrostatic interactions from its environment. One way of describing
these interactions in a collective fashion is to consider the total electric field
they exert on the molecule of interest. A key advantage of this picture is that
it provides a unifying language for comparing the relative importance of
diverse specific interactions (e.g., hydrogen bonds) and nonspecific interactions
(e.g., dipole-dipole and dipole-induced dipole), and it facilitates direct compar-
ison to experimental observables (like vibrational Stark effects). We develop
and demonstrate methods to calculate electric fields using molecular dynamics
simulations with the AMOEBA polarizable force field, which enables us to
describe the electrostatic characteristics of non-polar, polar, and hydrogen
bonding environments in a consistent fashion. This consistency is not achiev-
able with the more widely used continuum models or pair-wise additive force
fields. The connection to experiment further enables us to test predictions from
simulation and to benchmark the force fields employed. By offering a high-
level description of electrostatics, polarizable force fields present a physically
realistic picture of the organized environments of proteins and how functional
properties emerge from them.2034-Pos Board B764
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Thanks to both the number-crunching power of an average computer, Molecu-
lar Dynamics (MD) simulations have been widely used. This increase of
computational power leads to inflation of the size and duration of the MD sim-
ulations. The analysis of MD trajectories may then become problematic
because the generated files may not be handled easily due their size and because
extracting/calculating data from atom coordinates stored in the trajectories may
not be trivial.
In order to overcome these difficulties, the development of FATSLiM (‘‘Fast
Analysis Toolbox for Simulations of Lipid Membranes’’) began. The goal of
this software is to analyze and extract physico-chemical data from MD trajec-
tories of membrane systems. Focused on the lipid bilayer properties, FATSLiM
is yet capable of extracting lipid bilayer thickness, area per lipid and lateral
diffusion which are three of the most common parameters accessible with
experimental techniques.
Thanks to its robust internal machinery, FATSLiM is also the only tool that can
extract experimental data from MD simulations of non-planar lipid bilayers.
FATSLiM is then perfectly suited for the analysis of the effect of a protein
(or other molecule) on the properties/morphology of a membrane.
Because FATSLiM is also designed to be computationally efficient, the time
required for the analysis of a MD trajectory is usually reduced by up to 3 orders
of magnitude compared to the really few existing analysis tools. For example,
extracting the bilayer thickness from the trajectory of a MD simulation of a
lipid membrane made of ~8000 lipids requires less than 2 seconds per frame.
Finally, FATSLiM does not need any pretreatment/manipulation of the MD
simulation output files prior analysis since it reads native GROMACS format.
One is then able to perform analysis of their MD trajectories as the simulation is
progressing.
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The theoretical and computational modeling of water requires striking a bal-
ance between a detailed description of the physical interactions and the numer-
ical simplicity needed for sampling the condensed phase. Here we report the
iAMOEBA classical polarizable water model, which is a simplified version
of the AMOEBA model from ten years ago. iAMOEBA uses a "direct" or or
first-order approximation to describe electronic polarizability, which reduces
the computational cost relative to a fully polarizable model such as AMOEBA.
The model is parameterized using ForceBalance, a systematic model optimiza-
tion method which simultaneously utilizes training data from experimental
measurements and high-level ab initio calculations. We show that iAMOEBA
is a highly accurate model for water in the gas and condensed phases with the
ability to predict a comprehensive set of properties outside of the training data.
The increased accuracy of iAMOEBA
over the fully polarizable AMOEBAmodel
indicates the validity of the direct polariza-
tion approximation in effectively capturing
polarization effects in water. Our work
also demonstrates ForceBalance as a
method which allows the researcher to sys-
tematically improve empirical models by
optimally utilizing the available reference
data.
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Water plays important and diverse functions in biophysics and biochemistry.
Recently, MD simulations showed that water response to the external electric
field is the main driver of the initial transmembrane pore formation when bio-
logical cells are subjected to electroporation procedure [1]. However, the sys-
tems involved in electroporation modeling uses infinite water layers with
periodic boundary conditions. The periodic systems require approximate
